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Coverholder: The leading Insurtech platform for bespoke insurance

Coverholder is a digital MGA, we;
- Empower Agents and Brokers
- Enable Banks and Carriers, and
- Redefine distribution in the Insurance
industry

Large amounts of data need to be captured and analysed to underwrite bespoke policies
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Risk
Capture

Risk Capture
Agents & Brokers collect risk information and
relay this information to the insurance
company.

Risk Evaluation
The pricing of an insurance policy is
then determined by an underwriting
specialist at the carrier on the basis of
this risk-profile and the policy details.

High cost to sell policies for
both carrier and intermediary
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Process is prone to errors due to
interaction of multiple actors

Risk
Evaluation
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Pricing &
Certificate
emission

Pricing & Certificate emission
With the pricing, the salesperson then returns
to the client to close the deal or refine the
policy further

Customer experience is not up to
current expectations

To customise and close a policy on a bespoke insurance product an agent or broker
can require multiple customer visits and various interactions with the carrier

Coverholder’s cloud based solution enables agents & brokers to capture all necessary
information and emit an insurance certificate in a single client visit
Coverholder Product
Policy Digitalisation
Coverholder has developed a
proprietary Proposal Form
Language, allowing it to
accelerate policy digitalisation
from 2 months to 5 days

Cloud Based Tool

Main Features

>

Interactive Risk Assessment
Insurance brokers captures all relevant compliance
information on-site with their customer

>

Augmented Underwriting
A machine learning algorithm is used to evaluate
risk factors, combining multiple data sources.
High-risk entities are identified and complicated
cases are automatically referred for analysis

>

Quick Quotation
Product pricing is calculated instantly and the
broker is able to optimise it to the customer’s
needs before arriving to a binding quotation

Digitized policies are
offered to Agents &
Brokers in a SaaS tool,
used to capture a risk
profile.
>

Binding Policy
As a certified Managing General Agent,
Coverholder instantly underwrites insurance
policies, no need to wait for approval from the
insurance carrier

Augmented Underwriting: A rich data environment is created with external sources –
Machine Learning tools improve the quality of the underwriting decision
Step 1

Step 2

Coverholder

Cerved

40 Variables

XXX Variables

Atoka

Polynomial Regression Algorithm

XXX Variables

Identify relevant regressors

Risk profile

▪
▪
▪

Identifies relevant regressors
Forecasting performance is assessed
Risk index is created

Step 3
Machine learning step is introduced, every time the dataset gets updated, the model is refined and
continuously improved

Upcoming features will further improve efficiency and customer experience, new market
segments can be addressed thanks to the improved ease in underwriting
!

eSignature & Split Payment
Further efficiency in the sales process thanks to
the implementation of innovative technologies

!

White Label Solution & API
Products can be made available to a broader market
by giving access to Coverholder’s technology
through a white label solution

!

Sales Force Management
With the increasing adoption of the product, it
will develop into a tool where the effectiveness of
the salesforce can be monitored in real time

!

Accelerated Testing, New Products & Transparency
Being able to quickly develop and test new types of
policies, Coverholder can greatly reduce cost and
time to market for Insurance Carriers and reInsurance companies and open new market
segments

API

A/B

Coverholder is continuously expanding functionality and has a full policy portfolio
pipeline
Policies
3rd and 4th Quarter 2018

Q2 2017
First policies
- Accountant
- HR Consultant

Q3 & Q4 2017

Q2 2018

Policy Expansion
- Yacht
- Lawyer
- Home

2017

Policy Expansion
- PO Entity Coverage
- PO Gross Negligence
- Miscellaneous

Policy Pipeline
- Architect
- Engineer
- Medical Doctor
- Directors & Officers
- Bond & Credit
- Cyber-Risk
- Psychologist

2018

-

General Liability
Employer Liability
Cargo RC
Financial Intermediary
Contingency
Event cancellation

2019

Q1 2018

Q2 2018

Q4 2018

Q1 2019

Bootstrap Interface

Electronic Signature

Split Payment

API

API

Features

Key licenses for UK and EU wide operations have been obtained over the course of 2
years

May 2016

January 2017
Italian Branch Office & IVASS
license Italian operations started
and local license obtained in FoS
and establishment

Foundation & Incorporation of
Insurtech MGA LTD in London

January 2018

September 2018

Digital Magics, Finalist & Entry in
the InsurTech Accelerator
Programme

Entry into the Fintech District
ecosystem to further accelerate
Bancassurance distribution

2017

2018

December 2016

April 2017

January 2018

Q1 & Q4 2018

FCA, Financial Conduct License
obtained, including a
“passport” allowing European
wide operations under FoS

Coverholder, platform launched,
1st policy generated and start of
operations

Partnership with Swiss RE
First partnership with major
Reinsurance player signed

Lloyds of London, Broker’s
status obtained in 02/2018,
Coverholder status in 12/2018
for UK and Brussels markets

Coverholder has gained considerable traction since its inception
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160

Digital
Products

Connected
Intermediaries

5.0m
Premiums
intermediated

12.680

€394

Policy
Certificates

Average
Policy

Strong background in Insurance, Tech, Marketing and Entrepreneurship

Feliciano Lombardi

Mike Galasso

Tjeerd Prenger

CEO

CPO

COO

✓ 20+ years in the re- insurance sector
✓ Insurance compliance manager for
Lloyd’s broker & MGA

✓ Member of steering committee for
Lloyd’s Italian Correspondents
Association
✓ Milan based

✓ 15+ years in the (re-) insurance
sector

✓ Background in B2B scale-up’s &
Strategy consulting

✓ Price Modelling and Risk analyst in
Re-Insurance sector

✓ Former MD of leading Automotive
Distribution company, led teams of
200 people across multiple locations

✓ Mandated Binding Authority
Placement officer
✓ Statistical & Actuarial Science
specialist

✓ 5 years of experience in eCommerce
and Digital Transformation, Cofounder, investor and mentor in
various digital start-ups

✓ London based

✓ Milan / London based

The future of Insurance Distribution

London | Milan

